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STRUCTURAL TRANSFORMATION
 In

progress and in dividends, Africa does
worse than other developing countries
(Rodrik; McMillan et al; Henderson et al;
Herrendorf et al.)

Factors include (among others):
 Undervalued exchange rate in East Asia
vs. Overvalued ER in Africa
 Exacerbated in Africa by ‘resource rich’
spending and by policies that
concentrate rents and keep domestic
costs high

INFORMAL SECTOR




Most migration out of agriculture is into the informal
sector, mostly into services.
Productivity: urban informal > agriculture
large informal firms > small informal firms
formal > urban informal

The high cost of inputs (electricity, wages, finance) make it difficult for most firms to
compete in international markets. The few formal firms that survive do so under
protection, which generates rents that are allocated to a limited number of
beneficiaries. Those who cannot afford the high input costs nor gain access to rents
end up in the informal sector
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L’informalité, en tant que continuum
Productivité selon le degré d’informalité
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RENT SEEKING AND FACTOR COSTS
High-paying public or formal sector jobs are protected, but also
rationed. Thus, as the formal sector, which is dominated by the public
sector, stagnates because of high wages and poor and costly
infrastructure, the informal sector expands and economywide
productivity growth drops.


Electricity prices in some African countries, as a ratio of GDP per capita,
are some of the highest in the world. The combination of low reliability,
poor quality, and high prices is a substantial impediment to investment.



Formal wages are high relative to productivity in West Africa,
particularly compared to the major exporters of East Asia.


Unsurprisingly, expensive infrastructure, high capital costs, and high
formal sector wages lead to a large share of firms operating in the
informal sector, where the main advantages are paying lower wages and
lower taxes.


Formal firms are primarily foreign multinationals serving the domestic
market. They have no choice but to pay formal wages and formal taxes,
but they also benefit from import protection, monopoly rights to import
key inputs, or privileged access to government contracts.
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IMPLICATIONS:
For domestic entrepreneurs: Either cultivate
connections and capture rents or operate in the informal
sector.


For multinational firms: Do not come to these countries
to manufacture with cheap labor because the formal labor
is not cheap.


The overall message is also a familiar one: Control of
rents is more lucrative than raising productivity.


POLICY
Governance more successful in providing reliable infrastructure at reasonable
prices.


Policy regarding formalization should focus on large informal firms. A more rulebased regulatory enforcement could induce them to operate within the formal
system. Stricter rules should also apply to government officials involved in public or
private businesses.



In between the large informal firms that could be formalized and the
microenterprises that need basic assistance, there is a large segment of “semiinformal firms” that are not able to follow formal rules and still need public goods
and services.


For these firms, policy should focus less on registration and taxes and more on
what inhibits their modernization and productivity, such as access to public
infrastructure services and business training


Governments need to alter the structure of protected rents and wages. The
relative incentives of productivity growth versus rent capture need to be
rebalanced.


Structural transformation in the current globalized economy requires a new view
of how developing countries can provide a welcoming environment for modernizing
forces while ensuring the welfare of its informal workers



